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MONSOON CULTURE QUIZ 
1. The India receives its major rainfall from which monsoon? 

A: North-east monsoon 

B: North-west monsoon  

C: South-east monsoon 

D: South-west monsoon  

 

2. Winds that change direction depending on the season and cause a change in the 

weather are what? 

A: Monsoons 

B: High pressure systems 

C: Circulations 

D: Low pressure systems 

 

3. For a summer monsoon in India, which of the following heats up the fastest? 

A: The land 

B: The air 

C: The Ocean 

D: The crop 

 

4. When the wind blows in land, what happens? 

A: Precipitation 

B: High pressure 

C: Drought 

D: Low pressure 

 

5. Warm air has ______ than cold air. 

A: Less water vapour 

B: Less static electricity 

C: more water vapour 

D: more static electricity 

 

6. _______  is a slow, light rain that can go on for hours. 

A: Drizzle B: Shower C: Mist D: Storm 
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7. What causes the water droplets to fall as rain? 

A: Gravity 

B: Clouds 

C: Wind 

D: Humidity 

 

8. When it rains a lot and water rises very quickly _____ happens. 

A: Tornadoes 

B: Thunder storms 

C: Flash floods 

D: Hurricanes 

 

9. What does warm air do? 

A: Sink 

B: Release water 

C: Rise 

D: Gather dust 

 

10. What is always in the air? 

A: Tiny drops of water vapour 

B: Static electricity 

C: Ionic particles 

D: Microscopic dust 

 

11. Weather reporters use ____ to detect rain. 

A: Doppler radar 

B: Wind socks 

C: Barometer 

D: Rheumatism 

 

12. How fast do raindrops fall? 

A: 15 to 22 mph 

B: 7 to 18 mph 

C: 3 to 12 mph 

D: 17 to 28 mph  
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13. When the air is holding a lot of water droplets _____ form. 

A: Clouds 

B: Tornadoes 

C: Weather fronts 

D: Shadows 

 

14. The greatest damage to life and property from a hurricane is due to 

A: Storm surge 

B: Torrential rains 

C: Strong winds in the hurricane 

D: Both B & C 

 

15. ________ is the world famous for its monsoon season 

A: Australia 

B: America 

C: Africa 

D: India 

 

16. Monsoon is derived from the word “Mausim” which means  season in ______ 

language. 

A: Hindi 

B: Persian 

C: Arabic 

D: Urdu 

 

17. _________ diseases are rampant during monsoons. 

A: Contagious  

B: Water-borne 

C: Air-borne 

D: Sun-stroke and heat related diseases 

 

18. Rain is caused by ______ winds. 

A: Dry, Maritime wind 

B: Moist ocean wind 

C: Moist continental wind 

D: Dry continental wind 
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19. People wear clothes made of ________ during rainy season. 

A: Polyester 

B: Silk 

C: Lycra 

D: Cotton 

 

20. Normally, the direction of wind is from  

A: Land to ocean 

B: East to west 

C: Ocean to land 

D: North to south 

 

21. The earliest explanation of monsoon was provided by ______. 

A: Einstein 

B: Darwin 

C: Edmond Halley 

D: Newton 

 

22. Which of the following statements are true? 

A: Pre-monsoon showers announce the arrival of monsoon 

B: Monsoons come and leave abruptly 

C: Plants spring back to life during this season 

D: Monsoons are generally followed by summer season 

 

23. ________ is the most recommended vegetable during monsoons. 

A: Flower variety 

B: Tubers 

C: Roots 

D: Green leafy vegetables 

 

24. A monsoon is __________ 

A: Flooding 

B: Wind that indicates the change in season 

C: heavy rain 
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25. Frequently, the monsoon season brings devastating _______ to countries in southern 

and Southeast Asia. 

A: Mudslides 

B: Forest fires 

C: Floods 

 

26. Monsoons are large air masses in the tropics that move onto the land from the _____ 

during the summer and from the land back to the ________ in the winter. 

A: Arctic 

B: Antarctic 

C: Sea 

 

27. The word monsoon comes from “Mausim” the Arabic word for _____ 

A: Winter 

B: Summer 

C: Season  

 

28. The tropics have two seasons’ ____ and ______. 

A: Spring, fall 

B: Wet, dry 

C: Summer, winter 

 

29. A recent study of monsoons discovered a possible link between the beginning of the 

summer monsoons and _______, whirling windstorms occurring in the oceans. 

A: Waterspouts 

B: Cyclones 

C: Tornadoes 

 

30. Too much rain brings _____ and flooding. 

A: Dirty water 

B: Mud holes 

C: Land slides 

 

31. Too little rain brings ______ in the winter months. 

A: Nice weather 

B: Drought 

C: Cooler temperature 
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32. Do we have monsoons in Canada? 

A: Sometimes 

B: Yes  

C: No 

 

33. Which movie depicted monsoon season? 

A: Forrest gump 

B: Twister 

C: The perfect storm 

 

34. Which of the following is a lightning myth? 

A: Lightning can strike the same place repeatedly, especially tall objects. 

B: It is safe to be in a vehicle with rubber tyres during a lightning storm.. 

C: It doesn’t have to be raining where you are for lightning to strike. 

 

35. What is the most common food produced in monsoon asia? 

A: Wheat  

B: Corn  

C: Rice 

D: Sugarcane 

 

36. Monsoon is caused by _______ 

A: Seasonal reversal of winds 

B: Revolution of earth 

C: Movement of clouds 

D: Rain forests 

 

37. Keraunophobia is the fear of  

A: Thunder 

B: Lightning 

C: Thunder & lightning 

D: Empty spaces 

 

38. How far in miles, can lightning travel from the storm causing it? 

A: 5 B: 1 C: 10 D: 20 
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39. Which of the following is NOT a source for moisture during our monsoon? 

A: Gulf of Mexico 

B: Pacific 

C: Atlantic 

D: Gulf of California/ Sea of Cortez 

E: Gulf of Alaska 

 

40. How much water can push a full sized car off the road? 

A: 1 inch 

B: 6 inches 

C: 1 foot  

 

41. Which group is more likely to be stuck by lightning according to statistics? 

A: Men 

B: Women 

 

42. The moisture from a “Gulf surge” can be detected first in which city? 

A: Yuma 

B: Gila Bend 

C: San diego 

D: Tucson 

E: El paso 

 

43. From the bottom to the top of a rainbow, the colours are ____ to _____. 

A: Red to violet 

B: Violet to red 

 

44. From the bottom to the top of a secondary rainbow, the colours are ____ to ____. 

A: Red to violet 

B: Violet to red 

 

45. Where is the only safe place to be in a thunderstorm? 

A: Under a tree 

B: In an open air shelter (roof , but no walls) 

C: Getting as low as possible in an open field 

D: Inside a building (with four walls and a roof) 
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46. Atmospheric pressure is a measure of which of the following ? 

A: The total solar energy received by earth 

B: The weight of air pushing down on earth 

C: The speed of prevailing winds circling earth 

D: The amount of water vapour in the air around the earth 

 

47. Which of these best explains why cities on opposite sides of a mountain receive 

different amounts of rain? 

A: Cloud seeding 

B: The water cycle 

C: Altitudinal zonation 

D: The orographic effect 

 

48. What is the one way that people adapt to the semiarid climate of Jodhpur? 

A: They grow thirsty crops 

B: They use drip irrigation 

C: They built houses on stilts 

D: They drive rickshaws to work. 

 

49. Because Pune, India lies in a rain shadow, its people have learned to live with  

A: Frequent droughts 

B: Tropical cyclones 

C: Water salinization 

D: Widespread flooding 

 

50. Which of these south Asian cities is known as one of the world’s wettest capitals? 

A: Abuja 

B: Ankara 

C: Dhaka 

D: Ottawa 

 

51. What are rain drops shaped like? 

A: Teardrops 

B: Diamonds 

C: Hamburger buns 
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52. Where is the world’s driest spot? 

A: Arizona 

B: Antarctica 

C: Mongolia 

 

53. How fast can rain fall? 

A: 1 mph 

B: 5 mph 

C: 20 mph 

 

54. One inch of rain equals how many inches of snow? 

A: 1 

B: 6 

C: 13 

 

55. Where is the wettest place in the world? 

A: India 

B: Hawaii 

C: Australia 

 

56. The faster you run to get out of the rain, the drier you will be 

A: True 

B: False 

 

57. Sometime it just rains on one side of the street 

A: True 

B: False 

 

58. The main cause of global climatic change is  

A: Increase in the content of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere 

B: Emissions of Industrial gases 

C: Adding of dust 

D: Changes in plant cover  
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59. Which of the following is a low cloud? 

A: Cirrocumulus 

B: Cirrostratus 

C: Altocumulus 

D: Nimbostratus 

 

60. The dew point is the temperature at which  

A: Water in the liquid state changes to vapour 

B: The dew begins to evaporate 

C:  Water vapour condenses to a liquid 

D: Hailstones are formed 

 

61. Seasons occur because of  

A: The rotation of earth 

B: The earth’s revolution around the sun 

C: The earth’s axis is inclined by 66
0

2

1
 

D: Combined effect of (b) and (c) above 

 

62. The Haritalikateej is a fasting festival dedicated to the Goddess_____ 

A: Lakshmi 

B: Parvati 

C: Saraswati 

D: None of them 

 

63. Onam is the largest festival in the “ God’s own country” of _______ 

A: Tamilnadu 

B: kerala 

C: Andhra Pradesh 

D: Gujarat 

 

64. Nariyalpurnima is celebrated on the same day of Rakshabandhan festival in the 

western state at the end of _______ season. 

A: Summer 

B: Winter 

C: Monsoon 
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65. Behdienkhlam is celebrated during the monsoon season in the month of _____ at 

Jaintia hills. 

A: August 

B: June 

C: July 

D: September 

 

66. The traditional Bondaram festival has started in which state? 

A: Goa 

B: Karnataka 

        C: Kerala 

          D: Mizoram 

 

67. Name the festival from Kannur which takes place during the monsoon season 

A: Uthralikavupooram 

B: Kottiyoorutsavam 

C: Mullackalutsavam 

 

68. “ San Joao” the rain festival is celebrated in which month? 

A: July  

B: August 

C: June 

D: September 

 

69. A monsoon is  

A: Flooding 

B: Wind that indicates the change in season 

C: Heavy rain 

 

70. Which great patriot introduced and popularised Ganesh Chaturthi in India? 

Ans. LokmanyaBalgangadhar Tilak 

 

71. In which year celebration of Ganesh Chaturthi began? 

Ans. 1893 

 

72. In which hindu month is Ganesh Chaturthi celebrated? 

Ans. Bhadrapada 
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73. Which organisation celebrated Ganesh Chaturthi in London for the first time? 

Ans. The hindu culture and heritage society 

 

74. For how long is Ganesh Chaturthi celebrated? 

Ans. 10 days 

 

75. Teeyan is a famous festival in which of the following state? 

A; Meghalaya 

B: Sikkim 

C: Rajasthan 

D: Punjab 

 

76. Name the festival celebrated by people in the honour of the God of rain 

Ans. Bungadyahjatra 

 

77. The rocket festival celebrated to mark the beginning of rain is held in 

A: Japan 

B: China 

C: Thailand 

 

78. Longtaitou festival , is a traditional chineses festival where people pay homage to 

________ 

A: Dinosaur 

B: Dragon 

C: Eagle 

 

79. The monsoon festival based on the ancient belief that the cries of a female cat could 

draw a rainfall is celebrated in _______ 

A: U.K 

B: China 

C: Russia 

D: Thailand 

 

80. In which state of India is the minjar festival celebrated as a thanksgiving ceremony to 

the god of rain? 

Ans. Himachal Pradesh 
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81.  Three possible etymologies are cited for the word "monsoon". One is of course the 

Arab "Mausam" (season) which is also used in Hindi/ Urdu. What are the other two? 

Ans. The Portuguese “moncao” and the Dutch “Monssoen” both meaning “ trade 

winds” . (Both words may have in turn been derived from the Arabic) 

 

82. The monsoon of 1498 was perhaps one of the most important in Indian history and this 

is not because it rained very heavily that year. What was so important about the 

monsoon of 1498? 

Ans. Vasco Da gama rode the south-west monsoon in 1498 to cross the indian 

ocean and come to Kerala. He was the first European to sail to India. 

 

83.  Weather predictions may still be dodgy but the monsoon has been the subject of 

scientific study for centuries. Who was the first European to analyse Indian monsoon 

patterns and when? 

Ans.  Edmund Halley, Britain’s Astronomer Royal and the man who gave his 

name to Halley’s Comet wrote a treatise on the causes of the Indian monsoon  

way back in 1686. 

 

84. Which was the first private Indian organisation to enter weather forecasting? Ironically 

this company just repackaged IMD (Indian Meteorology Dept) data for the first year or 

two. 

Ans. Skymet, which is still the most popular private weather related agency in 

India. 

 

85. There was a serious proposal from the Planning Commission in the 1950s to keep 

monsoon data secret. Why? 

Ans. This was suggested in order to prevent food being hoarded in advance of a 

poor monsoon prediction. 

  

86.  In 1987, a scientist who was then working at developing solid fuels for ISRO’s 

rockets was asked to take a look at weather prediction. He created a monsoon model, 

which was used by the IMD until the early 2000s. Who was this versatile scientist? 

Ans.Dr.Vasant R. Gowarikar 

 

87.  Meghdoot is of course, the lyrical love poem written by Kalidasa’sYaksha. What is 

Project Meghdoot? 

Ans. An attempt by a Pune based NGO, Vishwa Scientific to track the social 

impact of monsoons. It is supported by the IMD 
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88.   The title of this modern Indian novel is a translation of the first line of an old Tamil     

poem. The plot features a monkey who remembers his previous birth as a warrior-poet 

and types out his memoirs. Which book? (There is obviously a monsoon connection) 

Ans .Red Earth and Pouring Rain – VikramChanda 

 

89.  In the Rigveda, an asura swallows all the waters of the Earth. The asura is finally slain 

by Indra wielding his vajra¤ thus releasing the monsoon rains. Which asura? 

Ans. Vritra-Asura 

 

90. In which veda,  is the mention of the Vritaasura swallowing all the waters of the earth? 

A: Yajurveda 

B: Samveda 

C: Rigveda 

 

91.  The onset of the monsoon is tied to the migration of a certain bird from Africa to 

India. The bird is generally sighted a few days before the rains start. Which bird? 

Ans. The pied cuckoo (Clamatorjacobinus) - also known as the "chatak" 

 

92. What is the popular name of the festival celebrated on the fifth day of moonlit 

fortnight in the month of shravan ? 

Ans. Nagpanchmi- The festival of snakes 

 

      93.What is the name of the monsoon festival of south India celebrated on 18
th

 day of  

           tamil month of Adi? 

           Ans. Adiperukku 

 

93. In which state is the “HEMIS” festival celebrated? 

Ans. Jammu and Kashmir 

 

       94.Which is the traditional Brazilian festival celebrated in honour of St. john the Baptist     

 and to say him thank you for the rain? 

       Ans. FestaJunina 

 

94. Name the lyrical love poem written by Kalidas’sYaksha which symbolises the rain 

agent. 

Ans. Meghdoot 

 

95. Name the  bird  that  only drinks rain water drop by drop as it pours down. 

Ans. Chatak 

 

96. State the scientific name of chatak. 

Ans.Clamatorjacobinus 
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97. What is Orographic rainfall? 

Ans. Orographic rainfall is rain that is produced from the lifting of moist air      

over a mountain. 

 

98. By which date does the monsoon rains arrive in India? 

Ans. The monsoon rains arrive on the southern tip of Kerals by around June 1 

and gradually covers a major part of the country by mid-july before retreating by 

the end of September. 

 

99. Why are monsoon rains important for India? 

Ans. The monsoon is the lifeblood for India’s farm-dependent $2 trillion 

economy, as at least half the farmlands are rain-fed. The country gets about 70% 

of annual rainfall in June-september monsoon season , making it crucial for an 

estimated 263 million farmers. 

 

100.What is a flash flood? 

Ans. A flash flood is a rapid flooding of geomorphic low-lying areas: 

washes, rivers, dry lakes and basins. It may be caused by heavy rain associated 

with a severe thunderstorm, hurricane, tropical storm, or meltwater from ice or 

snow flowing over ice sheets or snowfields.  

 

 

*************************************** 
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